
EXERCISE 12.1 Area of gold region= tr'=(10.5)' 

22 
Unless stated otherwise. take n = X110.25 = 346.5 cm 

7 

Radius for gold + red region = 10.5 + 10.5 = 21 cm 

[by given condition 
The radi of two circles are 19 cm and 9 cm, 
respectively. Find the radius of the circle which 
has circumference equal to the sum of the 
circumferences of the two circles. Area for red region=I(21)- (105)*] 

7 

area of a ring = r (R* -r*) 
where, R= radius of outer ring 

Sol. Similar to Example 1 of Topic 1. Ans. 28 cm 

2 The radii of two circles are 8 cm and 6 cm, 
respectively. Find the radius of the circle having

area equal to the sum of the areas of the two 

and r= radius of inner ring 

=(21)- (10.5= 1386-346.5= 1039.5 cm 
circles. 

Now, radius for gold + red + blue region 21+10.5

[by given condition] 
Sol. Given, = 8 cm and =6 cm 

letr be the radius of new circle. = 31.5 cm 

Area for blue region Arca of first circle, A , 
= t = r (8)' =64 n em 

Arca of second circle, A , = Tri = r (6)* = 36 n cm 131.5 - (21']= 315)(21) 
According to the question, 

Arca of new circle = A, + A, 

Tr 64n + 36t 

= 31 18.5-1386 = 1732.5 cmn 

Now, radius for gold+ red + bluc + black region 

= 31.5 + 10.5 = 42 cm (by given condition) 

TCr= 1007t Area for black region =|(42)* - (31.5)}] 

=100 

42615) = 5544-3118.5 = 2425.5 cm r = 10 cm 

neglecting- ve sign, since radius cannot be negative 
Hence, the radius of new circle is 10 cm. Radius for gold + red +blue + black +white region 

[by given condition] The given figure depicts an archery target 
marked with its five scoring regions from centre 
outwards as gold, red, blue, black and white. The 
diameter of the region representing gold score is 
21 cm and each of the other bands is 10.5 cm 
wide. Find the area of each of the five scoring 
regions. 

42 +10.5 = 52.5 cm 

Area for white region= I(525) - (42)*| 

(52.5) 42=8662.5 - 5544 = 31 185 cm 

The wheels of a car are of diameter 80 cm each. 

White 
Black 

Blue 
Red 

How many complete revolutions does each 
wheel make in 10 minutes when the car is 
travelling at a speed of 66 km per h? 

Sol. Given, diameter of wheel of the car, d, =80 cm 

Gold 
Then, radius of wheel of the car, r = 4-5- 40 cm 

Circumference of wheel of the car 
= Circumference of circle 

2tr= 2xx 40 
Sol. Given, diameter of gold region = 21 cm 

1760 
21 cm Then, radius of gold region= =10.5 cm 7 



Ale given. eeed of a cat 666 kmh 
61000 

min 1 km/h m/min 

1100 m/min 110000 cm/min 
1m/min = 100 cm/ min 

Now. wheel of car moves in I min 110000 cm 
Wheel of car moves in 10 min 1100000 cm 

Then. number of compiete revolutions

Dastance moved in 10 min by wheel of the car 

Circumference of wheel of the car 
1100000 7700000 

4375 1760/7 1760 7 
Hence. the wheel makes 4375 complete revolutions in 
10 min. 

sTick the correct answer in the following and 
justity your choice. If the perimeter and the area 

of a circle are numencally equal, then the radius 

of the circle is 

(02 units () zunits (i) 4 units (iv) 7 units 

sol (We know that. area of circle = nr 
and perimeter of a cirde = 27r 

According to the question, 
Arca of circle = Perimeter of a circle 

r = 27tr r= 2 units 


